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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to ascertain if there
would be significant positive transfer of training for
students when completing standard cloze exercises after
receiving instruction in multiple-cho ice cloze {maze)

exercises.,

An experimental , matched control group, pretest-

posttest design was used for the study~

The sample consisted

of 44 fifth grade students who were equated in terms of IQ
scores.

The

of Reading ?owe~ E~am was administered in

the fall of 1978 as a pretest to all students.

The students

were randomly assigned Form A or Form B just prior to its
administratio n.

The experimental group was ·administered

Form A of the Standard Cloze test which was designed by the
experimenter , in January 1979.

The treatment group received 15 minutes of instruction
three times a week for a four month period.

During this

'
time the experimental group worked on activities which

focused on the use of contextual clues.

All of the exercises

prc~sented were constructed in the maze format.

The treat-·

ment lessons for this program were based upon suggested

teachin g strateg ies develop ed by the State Educat ion Departme nt, Divisio n of Educat ional testing ,. at Albany "

Upon

comple tion of .the four month treatm ent period , studen ts were .
postt.es tecL

Al 1 44 studen ts were admin

tered Form B of

the· Standa rd Cloze test and the altern ate form of the
Degree s of Reading_ _?ower Exam. from the one comple ted in the
fall ..

A series o f t tests was used to analyz e the data at the
.05 level of signifi cance.

The results indica ted that the

treatm ent group did signif icantly better than the contro l
group on all postte sting tasks, and that there was significan f positiv e transf er of trainin g for studen ts when
comple ting standa rd cloze exerci ses af·ter instruc tion in
multip le-cho ice cloze (maze) exerci ses.

Reco1m nendatio ns for

classro om use of the cloze proced ure as an instru ctiona l
tool as well as recomm endatio ns for future researc h. were
given ..
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CHAPTER I

Statement of the Problem

Everyday observatio n in the classroom technique discloses that pupils are often handicapp ed by an inability to
derive meaning through contextua l clues~

The majority of

the materials used in the middle elementar y

todayf

contrary to what research reports, draws attention to detail
rather than to the integratio n of ideas.
ination it

On close exam-ff

seen that students are rarely required to look

at more than one sentence to complete an

e ..

In 1976 the State Education Departmen t of New York
sought to develop new ways to teach reading.

Six school

districts were involved in cooperatin g in this field research.

fhe teaching strategies explored, concentra ted on

the close relationsh ips between reading and thinking ..

In

addition they stressed the developme nt of a student's
ability to see relationsh ips and derive meaning through
contextua l clues.

In conjunctio n with this field research

was the developme nt of a new test -of reading comprehen sion.
This new testing device entitled·

1

------

of Reading Po~

2

Exam (DRP) was developed by the State Education Department
with the support of a grant from the

Corporationo

'J}he DRP uses the student's ability to glean meaning acro£rn
sentences as itrJ base for measurement by using the multiple--~
choice cloze (maze) construction.

When using the cloze technique, one assumes that if a
student understands the text

a passage, he or she will be

able to fill ir.. words that have been
reading.

from the

Thus, this instrument measures the student's

ability to comprehend or glean meaning across sentences ..

Numerous investigations have dealt with standard cloze
tests as a measure of reading comprehension since its
introduction by T~ylor (1953).

Horton (1974-75) concluded

that the construct validity has been establishedD

Additional

investigations have established the fact that the cloze
procedure is a val:Ld and reliable instrument, by comparing
i t with standardized tests (Alexanderr 1968; Jones & Pikulski,
1974), multiple-choice tests (Bormuth, 1967): and with
informal inventories (Alexander, 1968, Jones & Pikulski,
1974).

On the issue of validity, Bormuth (1969) states,

"Much of the research has shown that scores on cloze tests
are highly correlated with scores on standardized tests of
reading comprehension ability"

(p. 360).

3

The multip le-cho ice cloze proced ure is also referre d to
as the maze techniq ue (Guthr ie, Seifert ,. Burnham and Caplan ,
1974).

In this proced ure, the usual cloze blank is replace d

by the selecte d word and a number of detrac tors in a
multip le-cho ice format.

Contem porary invest igation s have dealt with the n:mltip lechoice cloze {maze) as a method to measur e and monito r
reading compre hension (Guthr ie et al.,, 1974).

Studie s have

confirm ed the fact that this techniq ue is a reliab le and
valid instrum ent by correla ting it to standa rdized te_sts
{Guthr ie, 1973), and inform al invent ories (Pikuls ki &
Pikuls ki, 1977) ..

The multip le-cho ice cloze techniq ue was adopted as the
DRP format becaus e i t offers distinc t. :::i.dvan tages over the
standa rd cloze proced ure, in regard to applic ation.

The

standa rd cloze has been critici zed becaus e some studen ts
find it too· diffic ult.

For these studen ts this instrum ent

may become an anxiety -provo Jdng test {Crann ey, 1972; Rankin ,
197 4) •

'I1he mul tip1e-c hoice cloze compen sates for this

becaus e it

a less diffic ult form of the cloze proced ure:

Anothe r advan~ age of the maze instrum ent

that it does not

demand the require d,leng th of the standa rd cloze passag e.

The shee~ length of the standard cloze makes it inconveniently
long as a unit of test assembly.

Compared with the

cloze, the multiple-choice will have the notable advantage
of not requiring hand scoring ..

A significant task facing the classroom teacher today
is to incorporate methods that will stress development of a
student's ability to see relationships and derive meaning
through contextual clues.

Can useful habits using context clues, de. . ,reloped
.
through instruction with maze exercises, be so taught that
they will continue into (transfer to) being used in standard
cloze exercises?

It is this question that the following stud~{ will
invest.igate.

The purpose of the study was to determine
training (multiple·-choice cloze)

maze

facilitates significant

positive transfer to standard cloze per~ormance for fifth
grade students ..

5

A matched , pretest- posttes t, control group

ign was

used for this investig ation.

Need for the·

Deese (1958) conclude d that there

no more importa nt

topic i~ the psycholo gy of learning than the transfe~ , of
learning .

From·ve ry early in life, much new learning is

probably influenc ed in some manner by prev·iou s learning .
. '·1

Many educatio nal and training program s have been based on
the assumpt ion that what_ is taught in the classroo m will
transfer to new situatio ns.

Student s are sometim es taught

arithme tic assuming that their instruct ion will be useful in
a daily living situatio n such as making change or in balancin g
a monthly budget.

In view of the fact that many educatio nal program s are
designed to teach for transfer i t is importa nt to investig ate
this area.

6

Defin ition of Terms

Trans fer of

refers to the influe nce of prior

learni ng on perfor mance in some new situat ion"'. r:r·rans fer
effec ts may be positi ve, negat ive, or there may be no
observ ed effec t (Ellis , 1972) .

Positi ve transf er refers to situat ions in which prior
learni rig aids subseq uent perfor mance (Ellis , 1972) .

_-:;;,._

____er_ refers
__ _____
transf
,

to situat ions in which prior

learni ng interf eres with new learni ng (Ellis , 1972).

Zero transf er refers to situat ions in which there is no
effec t of prior learni ng on new learni ng (Ellis , 1972) ..

Instru ction al level refers to that lev~l of mater ial in
which the child encou nters some diffic ulty, but in \•.7hich the
diffic ulty is not so great that the child will not be able

to deal succe ssfull y with i t if given help from the teach er
(Piku lski, 1974).

7

as uti

to

in this st.udy
to the

the maze treatm ent lesson s that will be
fifth grade experim ental group.

·s,1ppJ.y ing the a.p-

is a techniq ue

The cloza

propri ate word for each omissio n that
deleted from the

been system aticall y

at specif ied interva lse

Standar d. __ ~_lozE.: passag es will consis t of approx imately 250
words with a structu ral deletio n

every fifth word ..

Each

passag e will hav~ a total of 50 deletio ns ·(Borm uth, 1965).

Multip le-choi ce c1oze__ (maze) passag es refers to those items
in which detrac tors along with the selecte d word a.re
presen ted in a multip le-cho ice format for each deletio n.,

Resear ch has concllid ed that transfe r of trainin g does
not occur automa tically .

A signif icant task for the pro-

fession al is to assist in the asses
curricu lum..

of the teachin g

'l'his study was designe d in order to comple te

8

such an assess ment.

The resear cher will inves tigate the

transf er of traini ng for stude nts when compl eting standa rd
cloze exerc ises after receiv ing traini ng in the multi plechoice cloze techni que.

Review of the Literatur e

Purpose

The purpose of this investiga tion was to determine if
there would be significa nt positive transfer of training for
students w·hen. completing standard cloze
receiving instructio n in multiple-c hoice cloze (maze)
exercises

The research related to this study has been divided
into the following seven categorie s:

1~

Theoretic al definition s of learning;

2~

The nature of trans

3.

Transfer and the education al process;

4.

The cloze procedure ;

5.

Cloze test construct ion procedure s;

6.

Cloze tests as a valid measure of reading comprehen sion;

7.

Degrees of Reading Power Exam:

9

A new cloze test.

10

Theoretical Definitions of

There are many branches and divisions of psychology and
while psychologist s are engaged in many kinds of functions,
there appears to be a basic agreement imong them that the
principles of learning are the fundamental theoretical tools
of modern psychology.

Learning thus plays a central role in

contemporary psychology ..

Most human behavior can be said to_.be influenced by
learning, particularly by the time one reaches adulthood.
Ma.n "learnsn to modify his behavior when confronted with new
situations.

He also gains proficiency in his ability to

gener_alize in new situations on the basis of prior "learning."

The importance of learning is reflected in its scope
and generality as seen in its influence-on other topics in
psychology.

Many efforts at improving the quality of

education are based upon current knowledge of principles of
learning.

To the extent that the principles of learning are
i'

understood, ·teachers are better able to bring about changes
in educational practices directed toward more effective
learning of skills.

In the past decade a rapidly growing

11

technology of learning has emerged which has developed
lar9ely from. principles of learn.in~:r.

11

Learningn should be

defined in view of the fact that everyone is continuously
involved in learning.

In spite of the tremendous literature in the field,
attempts at defining learning~

there are

Definitions

are presented in general terms and frequently include undefined terms.

An examination of some definitions will be

presented in order to find some common factors which will
help clarify what learning is.

Guthrie (1935) offered a
Psychology of Learning.

of definitions in his

"We shall call these changes in

behavior which follow behavior learning."

He proceeded:

nThe ability to learn, that is to respond differently to a

situation because of past response to the situation.,., ... I
prefer to reserve the word 'learning' for the more lasting
effects of practice.
or practiceu

(p. 3) .

And, behavior "i,lJ'hich changes with use

12

I:1 his

defini tion:

The essent ial nature of the learnin g proces s may,
Just the inherit ed
howeve r, be stated quite simply .
ts of
consis
n
reactio
of
ent
equipm
g conlearnin
of
s
proces
the
so
ions,
condit
r
effecto
corithese
of
certain
of
hening
strengt
the
in
s
setting
the
in
or
,
others
with
sted
contra
as
s
nection
{p. 68-69f
up of quite new connec tions .

Hull proceed ed to discus s

meanin g of strengt hening

and connec tions, but both of these terms had to be defined
separa tely before even the slight est light was shed· on his
meanin g of learnin g.

Hilgard (1951) states ,

11

Learnin g is always an inferen ce,

derived from change s in perform ance, and learnin g is not the

only factor that can cause these change s"

(po

517).

The

other factors listed are age, fatigu e, motiva tion, drugs and
state of the organis m.

Later he stated , "A precis e defini tion

of learnin g is not necess ary so long as we agree that the
inferen ce to learnin g is made from change s in perform ances
that are the result of trainin g or experie nce, as disting uished
from chang·e s attribu table to the tempor ary state of the
learner "

(p. 518) .

13

In this definiti on the terms "experie nce" and "trainin g"
each need to be defined , before a clear definiti on can be
reached ..

some way

Spence (1951) recogniz ed that learning
differen t from performa nce; that performa nce
and learning is not, that

is

, the term n1earnin g

observa ble
11

must

to some kind of activity or state of the organism which we
infer from behavio r ..

It is assumed to be a state which is

depende nt upon " .... past interact ions of the individu al with
his environm ent. (and) one of the conditio ns that determin es
his performa nce at any moment"

(p ..

691).

Of major importan ce in Spence' s definiti on is the
thought that learnihg , as a state of the organism , has some
kind of neural foundati on.

The other definiti ons cited were

concerne d with behavio ral correlat ions ...

Some learning

psychol ogists deny or give very little credenc~ to the
belief that somethin g must happen in the nervous system, and
some like Hebb (.1949), attempt to inquire into what might
possibly be happenin g.

Hebb did not attempt a behavio ral

definiti on of learning because he saw the whole question as
being extrernE-) ly complic ated.

He did favor the view of a

neural nature as the basic feature of the learning process .

14

Hovlan d (1951) , after noting that scores of defin itions
have been propo sed and none unive rsally accept .ed, fell back
to a defin ition given by Hunte r as one that best fits the
speci ficati ons that a defin ition includ e refere nce to
improv ement iD perfor mance that comes about as a resul t cf
pract ice, and to exclud e chang es due to adapt ion, fatig·u e,
matur ation, drugs , and artifa cts j.n measu remen t.

Hunte r

stated , "Learn ing will be define d as the change in perfor mance
assoc iated with practi ce and not explic able on the basis of
fatigu e, of artifa cts of measu remen t, or of recep tor and
effec tor change s"

(po 613) -

M.cGe och's (1942) defin ition, "Learn ing as we measu re
it, is a chang e.in perfor mance which occur s under the
condi tions of pract ice,"

(p. 5) is an unclea r statem ent due

to the fact that terms such as perfor mance and pract ice
remain undef ined.

When consid ering the commo n factor s in all the afore mentio ned defin itions , an under standi ng of "learn ing" can be
obtain ed.

Learn ing is a relati vely perma nent proce ss that

is not direc tly seen but is somet hing inferr ed from be~··
havio ral chang es of the indiv idual.

Not all chang es in

15

behavior, however, allow the inference of learning·.,

Only

those changes in behavior that can be attributed to practice
variables give us "learning."

Performance changes

to

drug·s, maturation, motivation or fatigue are not changes
attributable to learningo

The skill in reading 1 which results from practice,
an example of learning.

Improvement in athletic skills such

as golf~ baseball or skating are instances of learning also~
In contrast, performance cha.nges due to drugs or fatigue are
not changes attributable to learning because the resulting
behavior changes are usually temporary, and do not directly
depend on practice.

The Nature of Transfer

Does knowing how to operate a typewriter aid one in
learning to play the piano?

If a person is ·an expert tennis

player, will his skill carry over to playing badminton?
These are questions that come from a persistent problem of
whether training in one function transfers to other functions.

16

Academ ically speakin g the problem of the tnfluen ce of past
experie nce on
fer of learnin g .. "

behavi or is genera lly known as "trans
•rransf er o:E learnin g means that an

experie nce on one task influen ces perform ance on some
subseq uent task ..

The unders tanding of transf er can be clarif

by an

overvie w of the history of this theory .

Transf er of trainin g was stated in its

form by

those who were propon ents of the theory of formal discipl ine.,
These advoca tes of formal discip line believe d that the mind

can be train~d and made more discip lined by studyin g certain
subjec t matter .

Accord ing to formal discip line, intens ive

trainin g in subjec t matter , would so improv e the person that

the learne r would therea fter behave more efficie ntly in a
variety of new situati ons.

Underl ying this theory is the

assump :tion that the mind has a number of powers or facult ies
such as memory , attenti on and reason ing; and that these may
be improv ed individ ually, as one impr6v es muscle s, throug h
exer:-ci se.

17
'rhe beginning of this theory is somewhat of a puzzle~
Formal discipline did not originate in any particula r
century nor in any

Literatur e reveals that those

contributi ng to its growth include Plato, Aristotle , St.
Thomas Aquinasr and other: .scholasti c philosoph ers such as
John Locke .

Historica lly, formal disciplin e is one of the oldest of
education al theories ..

It has been a protean theory from the

time of the ancient Greeks until the present day.

Education al

historian s such as Graves (1923) and Mulhern (1946), believe
that Plato 1 s Education al Theory seems to be the beginning of
the theory of formal disciplin e.

Plato's contentio n was

that the precision of mathemati cs would train one to be
exact in judgh1ent about practical affairs in general.

This

theory of formal disciplin e tends to assume that trans

is

fairly automatic .

Schools of rhetoric in ancient Rome, medieval universit ies
and Latin grar~nar schools throughou t Europe operated to a
great extent on this theory.

Throughou t th~ nineteent h

century, formal discipline was the controllin g principle of
American education. ,

The Yale faculty (1829) strongly

supported formal discipline in a .r:eport 1 original papers in
relation to a course of a liberal education , helping to
shape education al thinking for the greater part of the
century ..

18

According to the Yale committee, !'The two g1:-eat points
to be gained in intellectual culture are the discipline and
furniture- of min.d,

n

that is, nexpanding its powers and

storing it with knowledge 11

(p .. 300)

~

·rhe comrnittee felt
1

that of these, the former was the more import.ant ..

Habits

thinking, the report continued, are not to be

formed by a nlight and hasty course of study," but by a long
close application..
colleg

0

, in a

A. commanding object,

course should be to call forth daily and vigorous

exercise of the faculties of the student ..

11

"In laying the

foundation of a thorough education, it is necess

that all

the important.mental faculties be brought into exercise."
Toward this end, the Yale faculty insisted upon the value of
the study of classical langaages, but maintained that
English, mathematics, the physica]. sciences, logic, and
philosophy

had their disciplinary values"

(p.

301·-302).

Typically, the nineteenth century educator sought 1~)
develop all of man's.faculties, but the emphasis was primarily
on the development and training of all mental faculties.
As Joseph Payne (1883) expressed it, instruction should be

19

"A species of mental gymnastics fitted to draw forth,
exercise, . invigorate. and mature all faculties n

(p..

249) .,

Payn8 maintained that education should:

.... aim at quickening and strengthening the powers of
observation and memory, and forming habits of careful
and persevering attention; it should habituate the
pupil to distinguish points of difference and recognize
those of resemblance, to analyze and investigate, to
It should awaken and invigorate
arrange and classify ..
the understanding, mature the reason~ chasten while it
kindles the imagination, exercise the judgment and
refine the taste. (p. 249-250)

Payne concluded that the study of Latin,

does eminently discipline the faculties and secure to
a greater degree the formation and growth of those
mental qualities which are the best preparation for the
business life--whether that business is to consist in
making fresh mental acquisitions or in directing the
powers strengthened and matured, to professional and
other pursuits~ (p. 264)

Thorndike and Woodworth (190]) were early researchers
to offer a challenge to the theory of formal discipline.
~hey investigated transfer of training in perceptual tasks.
Among the conclusions from this research were:

1.

There were two kinds of transfer--positive and
negative:

20

2e

The amount of transfer is seldom as great as that
which

3.

obtained from direct practice ;

The transfer which occurs is a function of the
conditio ns of training .

Positive transfer refers to an improvem ent in per·formance

training on a second task..

Neg·ativ e trans

refers to a decrease d performa nce after training .

Con-

temporar y research ers in the field of transfe r utilize a
third term - zero transfe r.
in which there is no

Zero transfe r refers to situatio ns

feet of prior learning on new learning

(Ellis, 1972).,

~horndik e (1903) continue d to dispute the theory of
formal discipli ne when he wrote that transfer of training
was limi t:-~d to those situatio ns in which the two containe d
"identic a] elements .. "

The theory of elements contende d that

training in one kind of activity would transfer to another
so long as certain features such as aims, methods , and
approach es were identica l in the two tasks.,

"The answer

which I shall try to defend is that a change in

one function

alters any other only in so far as the two function s have as
factors identica l elements "

(p. 80).

21

Will

James (1896)

formal discipl

also challenge d the theory

He set out to test whether or not his

ability to rnt=.;rnorize poetry might be improved by previous
experienc e in memorizin g poetry.
performan ce was actually less

His results were

his

ficien.t after training ..

Many early studies of transfer failed to specify the
precise variables producing transfer, even though positive
or negative transfer may have

obtained.

This type of

research on transfer was a method of determinin g the effect
with one task upon another (Archer, 1929; Pond,

of

1938; Salisbury , 1934) found that mental skills involved in
outlining and suminarizin g transfer to improve reading, as
well as reasoning abilitye

Such studies as these were

studies of ,gross transfer, because they did not tell anything about the processes involved in transfer.

All this

type of experimen t has been called "nonan.a.ly tic" by Underwood
(1957).

Hendrickso n and Schroeder (1941) and Overing and
Travers

(1966) are more contempor ary researche rs ·who have

studied the gross effects of transfer.

Hendricks on and
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Sch:coeder,

thei~c 1941 experiment, obtained results

indicating th.at verbal knov1ledge of a principle has a
facilitating ef

on the amount of trans

evident in an

requiring an application of that principle.
Overing a'nd ii·ravers, in their 1966 exper1rnen.L, att.ero.pt.ed to
extend the findings of Hendrickson and Schroeder, to see what
the effect upon transfer might be by introdu~ing variations
in training condi
were held constant.

, where relevant information and time
Results obtained confirmed the findings

of Hendrickson and Schroeder that knowledge

a pertinent

principle facilitated performance in a-task requiring an
application of that principle.

-E'urthermore, it was observed

that the amount of t:r.a.nsfer evident was related to the
manner in which the relevant principle was taught.

In recent yearsr there has been

increased emphasis on

more analytic approaches in transfer designs9

The interest

of the psychologist is in attempting to analyze why transfer
occurs, and in distinguishin g between general and specific
sources of transfer.

The studies of-Bunch (1936) and

McKinney (1933) mark the beginning of·this trend of transfer
research.

Research such as this analyzed a variety of

variables in order to specify what precise factors produced
transfer.
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Conditions

Trans

De~se (195~) concluded that there is no more important
in the psychology of learning than the transfer of
learning.

important to under-

In vie~ of this fact, i t

stand the phenomenon of transfer~

A number of studies have shown that the degree of
similarity between o:ci9inal and transfer tasks is a major
factor in influencing the degree of transfer of learning
(Ellis, 1958; Gibson, 1941; Haagen, 1949).,

There are several kinds of transfer phenomena that are
also a function

the similarity between tasks.,

'rhese

factors include the transfer of general factors such as
warm-up ..

Additional elements affecting transfer are task difficulty, degree of original learning and task variation ..
Several learner characteristics are also known to influence
t

transfer.

These characteristics include such items as

intelligence of the learner and motivational factors, ineluding anxiety.

Many investigations which have studied
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the role of

of the leaner do find that the more

intelligent students show greater transfer
Werner, 19 3 0) ..

'11horndike

(Craig, 1953;

's ( 19 2 4) research offered empirical

evidence of a close relat.ionship between these two processes ..
In an investigation of the effect of a

'straining on

various high school pupils, in regard to selective and
rational thinking, Thorndike found that the superior group
made an. average gain of 20.5 points, while the lower group
made a gain of only 1. 5 points..

E.rrors made by the bright

pupils gave evidence of logical transfer in that the errors
usually involved one letter and were phonically predictable.
This logical tendency was not, however, evidenced in the
errors made by the slower pupils.

Thornike points outf

11

We find notable differences in

gain in ability to think as measured by these tests," and
reports, "but they do not seem to be due to what one studies .....
those who have the most to. begin with gain the most during
the year.

Whatever

large gains in intellect"

they take will seem to produce
(p. 94-95) .,

According to Thorndike:
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reason why good thinke~~s seem superficially
The
to have made such gains by having taken certain school
that good thinkersr having·.taken such
studiesr
studies, become better by the inherent tendency of the
good to gain more than the poor from any study. When
and Latin, these studies
the good thinkers study
Now that the good thinkers
good thinking.
seem to
study physics c:~nd-.trigonom etry,. these set:::ri:1 to make goocl
If the abler pupils should all study physical
thinkers.
education and dramatic art, these subjects would seern
to make good thinkers. (p. 98)

However, the generalizatio n of intelligent students
showing greater transfer has not been tested over a wide
variety of t2~sks of subjects ..

Additional learner characterist ics kno'thm to influence
transfer include motivational factors and anxiety.

If a

student is poorly motivated, he will tend to learn less,
thus reducing the chance of transfer to new learning situations..

Spence. (1964) investigated anxiety, concluding

that anxiety appears to facilitate performance in relatively
simple types of learning, but interferes with performance in
more complex learning tasks ..

This knowledge has significant

implications for classroom teachers s.ince since most classroom
'

learning generally consists of tasks of a fairly complex
nature.
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Gaier's (1952) findings concur with the notion that
heighten ed anx.iety lowers the thresho ld for addition al
irable for adequate classroo m perform ance.

One of the most importa nt tasks of an educato r is that
,problem s.

of teaching students effectiv e ways tb

Many

studies of problem solving have been treate.d as studies of
transfer (Schulz, 1960).

Through such studies, factors that

may affect transfer have been exmnine d.

The effect of dif-

ferent methods of first task practice on transfe r to a
second task was studied by Hilgard , Irvine and Whipple
(1953).

In their work, college students were first required

to learn solution s to card-tri ck problems in which they had
to arrange a deck of cards so that when dealt the cards
would appear in a certain order~

One group was shown a

formula by which the ordering could be reaaoned out or
understo od and a control group simply rnemoriz ed the so-·
lutions, but they performe d signific antly better when they
were required to learn new but related problem s.
"underst anding" group had g-reater transfer .

The

Thus transfe r

to a new task was superio r when the students understo od the
princip le involved .
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Another transfer factor irtvestig ated through studies in
ticipatiO n (Hudgins ,

problem solving is effect~s of group

1960).
cons

three

He used fifth grade students and gave
days

math problem s.

practice in

In

the first stage of his investig ation half of the students
worked in groups of four and half worked alone.

Hudgins

found that those who worked in groups solved more problems
than those working individu ally.,

During stage two, which

was the transfer phase, all of the students worked individu ally.
Hudgins found no differen ces in performa nce between those
who had earlier been group members and those who worked on
an individu al basis.

There was no evidence that trans

was a function of working with a group.

These findings

indicate that more research needs to be conducte d.

Task variety on transfer of problem solving
factor which has been conside red.

Harlbw (1949)

another
reported

that practice on a series of related problems leads to
successi ve improvem ent in performa nce .

Duncan (1958)

demonst rated that task variety is an importa nt factor in
producin g positive transfer .

Morx-ise tt and Hovland (i951)

found similar results with their investig ation~
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overwhelrn: i ng ly

Research
training·

that. trans

of

not occur automatic ally.

Trans

and the Education al Process

Schools are founded on the assumptio n that students
will remember and be able to apply at least some of what
they learn to new situations o

The concept of transfer is one in which educators are
especially interested ~

Research on trans

plentiful

and has resulted in changes being made in education al
practices. .

Such developrne n b3 as pro~rrarrrn 1ed-learnin g,

individua lized instructio n and comput.er-.. assisted instructio n
represent an effort to apply knowledge about the psycholog y
of transfer to some problems of education .

The teacher's acceptanc e or rejection of the formal
disciplin e theory, or the identical element explanatio n will
be reflected in day-to-day teaching

The "sub-

likely to believe that exposure to

ject-rnat

teache.r

the content

of certain courses is the objective of education .
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Methods of teaching and the attempt to link content and the
of the learner are often of secondary importance .

ll10se teachers who question the validity of the formal

discipline theory ask what values are being
participation in the given curriculumN

by pupil

This teacher will be

more willing to revise content and method in order to teach
for maximum trans

of learning.

The child is generally

viewed as a growing organism who is constantly organizing
experiences into efficient patterns of behavior.

In order to apply principles of transfer in the classroom the teacher should have a good understanding of the
basic factors that do influence transfer~

Ellis (1972) offered a few guidelines for teaching so
that what is taught is more likely to transfer to new
learning situations (p. 105)

1.

~

Maximize the similarity between teaching and the
ultimate testing situation;
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2 ..

Provide

experience with the original

task;

3"'

Provide a

of samples when teaching con-

cepts and principles;

4.

Label or identify important features of a task;

5.

Make sure the_·general principles are understood
before expecting much transfer.

Although the concept of transfer of training is simple,
the process by which it takes place is not.

The skillful

teacher will present facts in such a way that the pupils
will be able to draw out relationships and utilize these
relationships in a variety of similar tasks.

As Scott

(1970) points out, a teacher can have no assurance that a
student has "learnedn a skill unless he is able to see th.e
student use the skill in a transfer situatiorim

Thus, with

this in mind, i t is of importance that professionals con-·
'

tinually assess the current teaching methodologies to indeed
find if the skills which are being taught are in actuality
being transferred by the students to n~w and unique tasks.
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To quote Pres

and Robinson {1944):

The problem of
may then
considered almost
education ally all pervasive .
It might almost be said
that
there is to be education
must be transfer,
for the purpose of education is to ~repare for meeting
situ:1tion s ·which must inevitably ·aiffer in
respects
from
education al situation in which the preparatio n
was acquired.
(p. 573)

The Cloze Procedure

The present discussion examines the cloze technique and
its potential for a useful measure of reading comprehen sion ..

The cloze procedure was introduced to the education al
corrmn.mi ty by Taylor in 1953.

Numerous articles have ap-

peared on the cloze; however, no general applicatio n of the
r"

- technique has been made· in readabili ty measureme nt o:r in
testing.

Recently, Hansen and Hesse {1974} reported on the

implement ation of the cloze procedure as a testing system in
Madison, Wisconsin .

Their study concluded that many of the

text materials being used in important content areas were
too difficult for a great proportio n of the student populatio n.
The cloze pr.ocedure offers a great potential in regard to
making decisions about instructio n~

The Madison study is an

illustrati on that amplifies these latent powers.

3 ')"'

use of the cloze technique among teachers

The
anci ot1H2:!l'.'

tJ

ional educ a tors

due to various reasons.

Many tirnes there exists a gap between research and practical

applica

Another reason may be that the format of the
A third

not been designed to be machine scored ..

cloze

reason for lack of application is that negative findings
have been reported on the use of the cloze as an instructional
techniq~e (Jongsma, 1971).

Bartnick and Lopardo

(1973),

however, concluded that instructional applications of the
cloze have been restricted, and thus this technique has not
yet been fully tested~

It appears that there is a great deal yet to investigate about application of the cloze procedure in regard to
readability measurement, testing, and instruction.

Taylor (1953) draws upon the Gestalt theory of clozure
in his

inition of the cloze procedure:
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ined as a method of intermay be
rupting a message from a transmitter (writer or speaker),
mutilating its language pattern by deleting parts and
s6 administering it to receivers (readers or listeners)
so that their attempt to make the patterns whole again
patiently yield a considerable number of cloze units.
(p .. 416)

A strict definition of this term limits

to a com-

pletely objective procedure wherein words are systematically
deleted from a passage, usually every fifth word (Bormuth,
1969). · The deleted words .are _replaced by standard-length
blanks and the student being tested fills in the deleted
words.

No time limit is given.

score the

The most effective way to

is by counting _the number of words exactly

replaced, disregarding minor spelling errors.

This practice

is based upon the findings of Taylor (1953) and Rankin
(1958), that including synonyms as correct responses slightly
increases the correlations between
prehens:Lon test scores ..

scores and com-

However, their data show that i t

does so simply.by increasing the variability of the scores~
This

can be obtained more

items to the test.

by addding a. few

Hence responses that exactly match the

deleted words furnish the most valid measure of comprehension.
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Differen ces in applica tion of the cloze, for the most part,
involves varying the number of words between deletion s_,
which was investig ated by Culhane (1970), deleting only
certain grammnt ica l parts of speed such as ·verbs and nouns
and providin g lists of word choices for each detetion .

r

The

last procedu re mentione d converts the cloze into a multipl echoice format,

rrhe multiple -choice cloze

to as the maze techniqu e (Guthrie , 1974).

also .referred
As mentione d

before, in this procedu re the selected word and a number of
detracto rs are presente d as options for each deletion .

The rational e for iegardin g the cloze as a measure of
.reading compreh ension is based on the notion of the predictabi lity of language structur e.

Because both the reader

and the writer have common experien ces with the languag e,
and the structur e of the language

regular or predicta ble,

the reader is able to fill the deletion s in the writer;s
messagec

Additio nally, it may be inferred that the ability

to success fully predict a large number of deletion s through out a message

an indicati on of the reader's total grasp

of the writer's meaning .

The proporti on of deletion s car-
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rectly completed in a cloze pas

is then taken as a

measure of individual comprehensio n of that passage.

The ability

a

to correctly complete the words

deleted in a cloze passage is relative to the difficulty of
This difficulty level is reflective of the

the

reader's familiarity with the material in the passage and
the a.mount

redundancy of the content message .

The more

familiar the content and the more redundant the meaning of
the message, the more easil:l understood or comprehended the
passage will be.

The major functional use of the cloze technique is in
relation to reading instruction.

The cloze is seemingly an

objective measure of· passage comprehensio n.

Cloze Test Construction

Much of the early cloze research stressed the procedures for constructing clote testso

Potter (1968) re-

viewed the following five-step procedure for cloze test
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construe l:ion:

a number of words selected by sorne

(1)

systematic method (every Sth·r 8th, 10th) without regard for
(2) replace each deletion with a blank

meaning or function;
of standard length;

(3) administe r the cloze passage to

individua l or groups;

(4) ask the subjects to write one word

for each blank, determinin g from the context what each
deletion should be; and (5) score the test by count{ng the
number of exact words replaced, ignoring minor spellings (p .
2) •

The initial point for deleting a word is usually
determine d by choosing one of the first five to ten words in
the second sentence ..

Words are regularly deleted thereafte r

by some systematic method, e. g·, every 5th f 8th, et cetera.
The test is administe red under untimed condition s, and
students are encourage d to guess on any item in which the
correct answer is not known ..

The minimum number of de-

letions in a cloze test is usually 50 times.

If every fifth

word deletion pattern

utilized, a passage of a total of

250 words is necessary .

Cloze tests shorter than this tend

to have somewhat less than acceptabl e reliabilit y (Bormuth,
1965).

The standard pattern of word deletions is every five

words.

Although every eighth and tenth word deletions are
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common
Potter,

in
68)

w

and practice (Fram, 1972;

The deletion pattern should never be less

than every fifth word (Fram, 1972).

Bormuth (1968), Culhane,

(1970), and Taylor (1956) all concur that the every fifth
word pattern is most appropriate for riarrative material.

Formats for the Cloze

The standard format for the cloze technique is the
word deletion pattern as described aboveo

This format may

be further varied for instructional or testing purposes by
manip11lating the length of the selec~ion; the type of
chosen for deletion; and the grammatical unit chosen
for deletion~

In addition, these variations may be pre-

sented in other formats, including matching, and multiple-

choice

The matching format of the cloze is simply created by
listinsr a11 of the words deleted from the passage in random
)

order at the end of the passage.

The subject then chooses

the correct word for each blank from this list~
technique is used largely for instruction.

This
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aays

Many were minstrels who, in the
world,

amongst men; telling· them

2

the gods, of their

5·

4
------

of th~ngso

Of all these

were some who
l ..

3 ..

d.
e.
a.
b.
c..
d..
e.

went
measured
pierced
patted
voted

7.

airports
dingos
telegrams
rotors
stories

8.

9..

e.

pulleys_
sides
wars
carbons
jaws

a..
b...
c,.
d. ·
e;.;

denying
beginning
colliding
ranking ·
ing

c..
d..

e.
4.

a.
b..
c.
d..

5 ..

Figure l_.

and there

that he was in truth Apbllo 1 s son.
6.

a.
. b..

truer things about

7

-bulky
flowery
bent·
risky
early

a..
-b.
c..

2_ ..

10

of

6

He himself was half

8

3

and their bir:ths, .~nd qj:. the

famous as Orpheus; none could
the

of the

a ..

b ..·

c.
d ..
e ..

a.
b ..
c ....

d.
e.
a ..

b:
c.
d.
e ..

a.
b.
c ..

d.
e ..

10..

a ..

b ..

c.
d ..
e ..

bulldogs
. twins ·
tubes
minstrels
tablets
waste
wind
time
cluck
tellkeys
coaches
gods
straps
cramps
plump
harsh
veiled
divine
national
pivoted
waved
squeezed
said
flamed

An Example _of a Mul ti.ple-Choice Cloze Exercise

(Courtesy Eush Henrietta Central School District,
, New ·York)
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Figure 1 shows an example of the multiple-cho ice format
of the cloze.

In this example, the passage is about 70

words long, has 10 deletions, and 5 choices per deletion.
The ·alternate choices, or detractors, are each gra,nunaticall y
.correct ..

The multiple-cho ice format offers distinct advantages
over the standard cloze procedure in regard to.applicatio n.
The standard cloze has been criticized because some students
find it too difficult..

For these students, this instrumer1t

may become an anxiety-·prov oking test (Cranney, 1972; Rankin,
.. 1974) ..

The multiple-cho ice compensates for this because it

is a less difficult form of the cloze procedure ..

Another

advantage of this instrument is that it does not demand the
required length of the standard cloze passage ..

The sheer

length of the standard cloze makes it inconvenient ly long as
a unit of test assembly..

Compared with the standa~ra cloze,

the multiple-cho ice cloze will have the notable advantage of
not requiring hand scoring.
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Guthrie et al.

(1974) refers to this multiple-choice

cloze procedure as the maze technique.

In this contemporary

investigation.to monitor and measure reading comprehension,
findings indicated that the maze technique is a reliable and
valid instrumento

Cloze Tests· as a Valid Measure of Reading Comprehension

Investigations researching cloze tests as a measure of comprehension are plentiful.

One major type of investigation

has involved examination of correlations of cloze scores
with scores· on various standardized tests of reading comprehension.

Cloze tests.received high correlations when

compared with these general mea?ures of reading comprehensione
Fram (1972) reviewed several studies of this type, as shown
in Table 1.
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Table 1
Correlations between Cloze Readability
Tests and Standardized Tests of Reading Achievement

Study.

Subjects

Tests

Correlations

Ruddell (1963)

Elementary

Standard
Achievement
Paragraph
Meaning

.. 61 to .74

Jenkinson (1957)

High School

cooperative
Reading C2

.78

Weaver & Kingston
(1963)

College

Davis Reading

.. 25·to . 51

Gallant (1974)

Elementary

Metropolitan
Reading

.65 to .81

Green (1964)

College

.51
Diagnostic
Reading Survey
Total
Comprehension

Hafner (1963)

College

Michigan
Vocabulary
Profile

.. 56
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Alexander's (1968) and Jones

&

Pikulski's (1974) in-

vestigations likewise concur that the cloze is a valid
measure of general reading comprehension.

Weaver and

Kingston's (1963) study as shown in Table 2 is an exception
to the general tendency toward substantial correlations~
After examining the relationships of cloze tests to standard
tests of reading, listening and language symbolizing ability,
they concluded that the "cloze tests are related only
moderately to the verbal comprehension factor"

(p. 259).

On the issue of validity, Bormuth (1969) states, "Much
of the research has shown that scores on cloze tests are
highly correlated with scores on standardized tests of
reading comprehension ability"

(p. 360).

A second major type of investigation has correlated
cloze tests to multiple-choice tests.
questioned Weaver

&

Kingston's interpretation of the data on

four different points:
of college students;

Bormuth (1969)

(1) they used a highly sel~ct group

(2) the correlations upon which they

based their calculations differed in size from those obt ained by other investigators;

(3) the standardized tests
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they used showed unusual patterns of factor leading; and,
(4) the cloze tests showed some inconsistencies among
themselves in the~r loading patterns.

Bormuth developed nine cloze passages of approximately.
250 words each, and seven multiple-choice tests were written
on each passage.

The (multiple-choice) tests were written to measure
comprehension of vocabulary, of explicitly stated
facts, of sequence of events, of stated casual relationships, of the main ideas of the passages, of
and of the author's purposeQa• An equal number of each
type of items was written for each passage .. The items
were then administered to samples of subjects enrolled
(p. 361)
in grades four, five, and six.
m

Bormuth found that "the intercorrelations were high and
fairly uniform across the different types of. testst)

(p .

363).

Taylor's (1957) and Bormuth's (1967) studies of correlating cloze tests and multiple-choice tests also support
the contention that the cloze procedure is a valid and
reliable measure of reading comprehension.
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A few studies further suggest that, in the constru ction
of cloze passage s, deletion of the primary meaning units
(nouns, main verbs,·a nd modifie rs) may result in superio r
measure of compreh ension (Louthan , 1965).

Thus i t may

indicate that the cloze procedu re represen ts a purer measure
of reading compreh ension than the traditio nal multipl echoice test ..

Numerou s investig ations have dealt with standard cloze
tests as a measure of reading compreh ension since its
introdu ction by Taylor (1953).

Several research ers such as

Horton (1974-75 ) have conclude d that the constru ct validity
has

establis hed ..

Power Exam:

A New

ze Test

In 1976, the New York State Educatio n Depa.. rtment beca.Jne
involved in the developm ent of a new test of reading comprehens ion.

This new testing device entitled

of

Reading Power/Ex am (DRP) was develope d by the State Educatio n
Departm ent with the support of a grant from the Carnegie
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Corpor ationD

The DRP uses the studen t 1 s ability to glean

meanin g across senten ces as its base for measur ement by
using the multip le-cho ice cloze (maze) constr uction .
O'Reil ly

&

Streete r. (1977) state that the cloze format was

selecte d for a. threefo ld reason :
highly_ passag e-depe ndent;

(1) cloze tests are

(2) since there are no questio ns

in a cloze format , the test passag e remain s unaffe cted by
the idiosy ncraci es of the writer ; and,. (3) variou s deletio n
strateg ies allow for the manipu lation and contro l of syntac tic,
semant ic and reason ing factor s·(p. 43).

The multip le-cho ice cloze techniq ue was adopted as the
DRP format becaus e of its distin ct advant ages over the
standa rd cloze proced ure, in r$gard to applic ation.

The Degree s of Readin g Pow er~ consis ts of a series
of nonfic tion prose passag es on topic.s which were random ly
selecte d' from the Encycl opedia Britann ica,.,

These test

·passag es are presen ted in order of difficu lty beginn ing with
very easy text and progre ssing by degree s to more diffic ult
passag es.

Test items were created by the·de letion of sevs3:n

words in each passag e, with the studen t selecti ng the most
approp riate word from a list of five choice s for each
deletio n.
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The readability of each passage was determined through
the use of the Bormuth formula.

This formula was believed
It takes into

to be the best readability formula available.

cons·ideratio n variables, such as word length, sentence
length, and.the proportion of difficult words in a passage •.

The State Education Department began validation studies
in 1976 .

At this time, Byrne (1979) reports the following

findings:

(1) the DRP is a reliable testing instrument.

In

numerous cases different forms of the test produced the same
evaluation about, individual. students;
what it claims to measure.

(2) the DRP mea"su.res

Passage difficulty is the only

, factor that accounts.for differences in scores;

(3) previous

knowledge of test contents does not affect a student's score
if passages are well above or below the student's reading
level.

If passages are at. a student's level, howeverr

previous knowledge of contents may affect-score s;
DRP is "culture fair."

(4) the

Information .about the race, ethnic

origin or sex of a student are not needed to interpret DRP
scoresi

(5) the DRP is "sensitive to gain.n

With repeated

uses it minimizes "regression effects" that are common to
many standardized tests ..

"That is, with repeated testing,
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students on the high and low end of the scoring spectrum are
less likely to move toward the center than they are with
other tests"; and,

(6) knowledge gained from sources other

than in the information provided in the test does not
significantly affect test scores ..

The DRP measures only a

student's reading abilities (p. 6).

Summary of the Chapter

This chapter has a twofold purpose:

(1) to present a

brief outline of the characteristics of learning, and to
examine the nature of transfer;

(2.) to present an explanation

and evaluation of the·research that has dealt with the many
uses of the cloze procedure.

Learning is a relatively permanent process and results
in behavioral changes in the individuai.

In the school situation, one cannot say a student has
"learned" until he is able to draw _relationships and utilize
these relationships in a variety of tasks.

When the student
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is able to "transfe r" his knowled ge it can then be certain
he has "learned . 0

Research has conclude d that transfer of training does
not occur automat ically.

The importan ce of assessin g

teaching methodo logies cannot be overemp hasized.

The

interes t of the profess ional should be in the procurem ent of
infonna tion to find

students are in fact utilizin g what

is taught in a number of new transfer activiti es.

An abundanc e of research on the cloze procedu re has.
shown it to be a valid and reliable measure of reading
·· compreh ension..

Numerou s comparis ons of the cloze procedu re

with other commonly used evaluati on tools, such as multiple -.
choice tests, have been made.

:Phere has been a very high

1

correla tion between these measure s.

The Degrees of. Reading Power Exam is one potenti al use
of the cloze procedu re.

These materia ls, develope d in the

multiple -choice format, will require conside rable study and
validati on before they can be confide ntly used in decision
making.

However , if experien ce with these testing materia ls
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shows that they paralle l the standard cloze in the interpretatio ns that can be made about test scores, a dramatic
advantag e will have been gained in testing reading comprehension .

CHAPTER III

Design of Study

The purpose of this study was to ascertain if there
would be significant positive transfer of training for
students when completing standard cloze exercises after
receiving instruction in multiple-cho ice cloze (maze) exercises.

Hypotheses

The hypotheses investigated in this study were as
follows:

1.

There is no significant difference in the mean
instructiona l reading levels on the posttest of
the Degrees of Reading Power Exam between the
fifth grade control group and the fifth grade
treatment group.

2.

There is no significant difference in the mean
instr1ictiona l reading levels on the pretest
standard cloze and the posttest standard cloze,
the fifth grade treatment group.
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3.

There is no significant difference in the mean
instructiona l reading levels between the pretest
Degrees of Reading Power~ and the posttest Degrees
of Reading Power for the fifth grade treatment
group.

4.

There is no significant difference in the mean
instructiona l reading levels on the posttest of
the standard cloze between the fifth grade control
group and the fifth grade treatment group.

Methodology

".

ects

The subjects involved in this study were fifth grade
students attending a suburban elementary school in a predominantly middle class school district.

A total of 44 students participated in this study.

There were 20 males and 24 females.

The experimental group

consisted of 22 fifth grade students from one self-contain ed
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classroom.

A control group of 22 fifth grade students was

developed by matching with those students in the experimental group.

The control subjects were students from three

other fifth grade classes within the school.

The two

groups were equated in terms of available reading .comprehension scores, IQ scores and reading instructional level
scores, through the use of a t test.

One student was

eliminated.during the course of study due to movement from
the district.

Table 2 provides the results of the t test~

Table 2
Equation of control and Experimental Groups
Groups

Reading Comp.

,Reading Instruction

I ..

Experimental
Mean
Standard Deviation

5.90
1.86

5L26
12.08

110. 43
12 .. 40

Control
Mean
Standard:Deviation

5.94
1.80

52 .. 30
10.98

109 .. 65
11.01

0. 78 ,p .. :>2. 05

.299, p.>2.05

t (43) =
t crit = 2 .. 017

.221, p.:;:>2.(
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There were no significant differences between the
groups for IoQ., reading instructional levels or reading
comprehension scores.

The reading comprehension data were

taken from the May, 1977, Reading Comprehension scores on
the Stanford Achievement Tests, Intermediate I,, Form A..

The

instrument used to evaluate the reading instructional levels
was· the Degrees of Rea.ding Power Exam,

Forms A and B ..

I.Q.

scores were obtained from the Lorge-Thorndike Inte

----"""'---

Test

o

Instruments and Procedures

The

of Reading Power Exam was administered to

all fifth graders during the fall of 1978.

The test format

was a multiple-choice cloze (maze). construction .

The

students were randomly assigned Form A or Form B of this
test just prior· to its administration.

Readabilities were performed on several random samplings
from basal readers which were not currently being utilized
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within the district.

The passages th~t most closely re-

presented the beginning third, fourth, fifth, sixth and
seventh grade readability level were selected for the
purpose of the standardcloz e construction (Appendix A).
The Spache Readability.F ormula was used to determine the
readability of the texts designated by the publisher for
grade three~

The Dale-Chall. ~dability Formula was used to

determine the readability of the texts designated by the
publisher as suitable for grade~ four through seven.

Cloze tests having fifty deletions and approximatel y
250 words were constructed from the representativ e passage
at·each level from the various tests (Appendix B) .
A

structural deletion of every fifth word was made.

initial and final sentences were kept intact~
based upon exact word replacement ..

The

Scoring ~as

A score within the

30-45% range of correct responses was considered to indicate
an instructiona l reading level (Jones

&

Pikulski, 1974).

On the first day of the standard cloze testing, the
students were given Form A of the test level that corresponded
to his or her reading instructiona l level obtained from the
DRP pretest . .
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The standard cloze test given to selected students at
the next session depended upon his or her performan ce on the
previous test.,

Students whose scores indicated an independe nt

level (46% and above correct) ·were given a cloze passage at
the next higher readabili ty level, and those students who
scored in the frustratio n range (below 30% correct) were
given the cloze passage constructe d at the nex.t lower
Students whose cloze test score fell

readabili ty levelD

within the instructio nal range 30-45% ·correct received no
further testing.

Follow-up testing was continued until all

students obtained a standard cloze pretest score within an
instructio nal range.

The experimen ter administe red all of

the standard cloze tests ..

Student attitude remained seemingly

positive throughou t all of the testing sessions.

Treatment

The experimen tal group received instructio n from the researcher in the use .of various contextua l clue strategie s.
All

s were constructe d in the multiple-c hoice cloze.
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(maze) format.

The treatme nt lessons for this program were

based upon suggeste d teaching strategi es develope d by the
State Educatio n Departm ent, Division of Educatio nal. Trainin g,
at Albany.

The treatme nt program was based upon the fol-

lowing objectiv es:

1.

To recogniz e key-word concepts which have m~aning s
basic to the paragra ph--to state the paragra ph's
main idea in one sentence ~

2~

To recogniz e the signal words which indicate an
author's organiz ation of

--to locate signal

words from suc.h categor ies as time markers ,
signals of order, and co~clud ing or sununari zing
signals.

3.

To restore deleted words in a passage by looking
for cues to meaning in the surround ing text and
using what he or she already knows ..

Specific objectiv es within each lesson plan correspo nded
with the aforeme ntioned program objectiv es (Append ix C).
The students were evaluate d as instruct ion in each objectiv e
was complete d to determin e their mastery of that objectiv e ..

The treatment group received 15 minutes of instruction
three times a week for a four month period.

Instruction

during the first class meeting each week was devoted to
teaching the weekly objective.

The second and third class

meetings dealt with application exercises that reinforced
After each session, the exercises

the weekly objective ..

were collected by the researcher to check each student's
mastery of the objectivs.

The exercises were returned at

the next class meeting with suggestions indicating how
performance could be increased ..

The posttesting consisted of both the treatment group
and the control group being admin1stered the alternate form
of the Degrees of Reading Power Exam from the one completed
in the fall of 1978, and Form B of the Standard Cloze test.

Analysis of Data

At test was used to,test the hypotheses at the .05
level of significance .·

Posttest scores of the students who.

were instructed through the maze technique were compared
with the posttest scores of students in the control group.
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The experim ental group mean instruo tional reading level and
the contro l group mean instru ctiona l reading level on the
DRP and Standa rd Cloze were compar ed and analyze d ..

Scores for both groups were compar ed for differe nces to
decide if the treatme nt-was associ ated with a change favorin g
the experim ental group. over the contro l group~

Surrunar v

The experim entalf matche d contro l, pretes t-post test
design was implem ented to ascerta in the effects of maze
trainin g upon transfe rence to standa rd cloze perfon nance.
rhe sample consis ted of 44 fifth grade studen ts.

1

The ex-.

perime ntal and. contro l groups were .equate d in terms of I .. Q ..
readin g compre hension scores , and reading instru ctiona l
levels .

During the four-m onth treatm ent period , the ex-

perime ntal group worked on activi ties focused on the use of
contex tual clues.

All of the exercis es presen ted were

constr ucted in the maze format ..
analyz e the data.

At test was used to

,

, CHAPTER IV

Analys is of Data

Purpos e

The purpos e of this study was to ascert ain if there
would be signif icant positiv e transf er of trainin g for
studen ts when comple ting standa rd cloze exerci ses after
r~ceiv ing instruc tion in multip le-cho ice cloze (maze)
exerci ses.

Findin gs and Interp retatio n~

The null hypoth eses invest igated in this study were as
follow s:

1.

There is no signif icant differe nce in the mean in~
structi onal reading levels on the postes t of the
Degree s of Readin g Power Exam betwee n the fifth grade
contro l group and the fifth grade treatm ent group.

2.

There is no signif icant differe nce in the mean instructi onal reading levels on the pretes t standa rd
cloze and the postte st standa rd cloze, for the fifth
grade treatm ent group.
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3.

There is no signific ant differen ce in the mean instructio nal reading levels between the pretest Degrees
of Reading Power Exam and the posttes t Degrees of
Reading Power.Ex am for the fifth grade treatme nt
group ..

4.

There is no signific ant differen ce in. the mean instr~ctio nal reading levels on the posttes t of the
standard cloze between the fifth grade control group
and the fifth grade treatmen t. group.

The first hypothe sis was to determin e whether a significan t differen ce existed in the.mean · instruc tional
reading levels on the posttes t Degrees of Reading Power Exam
between the treatme nt and control groups.

A correla ted t

test was used to test the hypothe sis at the .05 level
signific ance.
tical analysi s.

or

Table 3 provide s the data from this statis-
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Table 3
Mean Instructiona l Reading Level Scores
of the Posttest
Degrees of Reading Power Ex~
Posttest

Source
Treaqnent

61.05
11.34

Mean
Standard Deviation
Control

49.18
14.61

Mean
· Standard Deviation

5 5
There was a significant difference between the two
groups on the posttest Degrees of Reading Power Exam as the
data in Table 3 illustrate.

At the 0.05 level of signif-

icance, and with 21 degrees of freedom, 2.080 was needed for
significance .

The t-ratio on the

Exam posttest was calculated at 5_55~

Therefore these data

reject null hypothesis one.

Hypothesis two was to determine whether a significant
difference existed in the mean instructiona l reading
on the pretest standard cloze and the posttest standard
cloze for the treatment group.

A correlated t

test was

utilized to test the hypothesis at the .05 level of significance.

Table 4 provides the results of .this analysis.
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Table 4
Standard Cloze Reading Level Scores
for the Treatment Group
Source

Pretest

Posttest

57.90
41.08

91..55
25.57

Standard Cloze
Mean
Standard Deviation ·

4.94

t-ratio

The treatment groups' posttest mean score was significantl y greater than the mean pretest scoreo
was calculate d at 4.94 ..

The t-ratio

These data rejected hypothesi s two

because the t-ratio was above the 2.080 needed for significan ce.

Hypothesi s three was to detennine whether a significa nt
differenc e existed in the mean instructio nal reading levels
on the pretest Degrees of Reading Power Exam and the posttest Degrees of Reading Power Exam for the treatment group.
Table 5 provides the data obtained from the statistic al
analysis.
hypothesi s.

A correlated t

test was utilized to test this
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Table 5
Degrees of Reading Power Exam
Reading Level Scores for the Treatment Group
Source

Pretest

Posttest

51.73
12.44

61 .. 05
11 .. 34

Degrees of Reading Power Exam
Mean
Standard Deviation

There was a significant difference in the mean in~
structional reading level scores on the Degrees of Reading
Power Exam, between the mean pretest score and the mean
posttest for the treatment group.
culated at 6 .. 89.

The t-ratio was cal-

Null.hypothesis three was rejected because

the t-ratio was above the 2.080 needed for significance.

The final hypothesis, number four, was to determine"
whether a significant difference existed in the mean instructional reading levels on the posttest standard cloze
between the treatment and control groups.
the data for this statistical analysis.

Table 6 provides
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Table 6
Mean Instructiona l Reading Level Scores
of the Posttest
Standard Cloze
Posttest

Source
Treatment

9la55
25.57

Mean
Standard Deviation
Control

79 .. 32
31.28

Mean
Standard Deviation

2.105

t-ratio

There was a significant difference between the two
groups on the posttest standard cloze as Table 6 indicates.
These data reject null hypothesis four.

At the 0.05 level

of significance and with 21 degrees of freedom, 2.080 was
needed for significance .

Since the t-ratio of 2.10 sur-

passes this level the fourth hypothesis was rejected.

Summary

The aim of this study was to ascertain if there was
significant positive transfer of training
students when completing standard cloze

grade
after

receiving instruction in multiple-cho ice cloze (maze)
exercises ..
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A series of~ tests was used to analyze the data.

The .

findings suggest that positive transfer of training did
occur for the fifth grade group.

Four null hypothese s were tested and rejected.

Analysis

of the data demonstra ted that the treatment group had
significa ntly greater scores on both the Degrees of Reading
Power Exam and the standard cloze when compared with the
control group.

The analysis of the data also illustrate d

that the treatment group's posttest scores on both the
Degrees of Reading Power Exam and the standard cloze were
significa ntly greater than the pretest scores.

CHAPTER V

Conclusions and Implications

Purpose

The central purpose of this study was to ascertain if
there would be significant positive transfer of training for
fifth grade students when completing standard cloze exercises after receiving instruction in multiple-choice cloze
(maze} exercises.

Conclusion$

All four hypotheses, stated in null form, were rejected, leading to the following conclusions for the population studied:

1.

In terms of over-all performance, the treatment group
did significantly better than the control group on all
posttesting tasks;

2.

Practice at utilizing contextual information in maze
led to significant positive transfer of
training to standard cloze exercises
group.
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the treatment
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The results of this study demonstra ted that the experimenta l effects of the training program transferre d to
the skills required for performan ce on the standard. cloze
test.

This effect is evidence that the students did indeed

learn the skill utilizing contextua l informatio n to supply
words which were ·deleted.

One possible psycholog ical

explanatio n of the effect of the maze t:r;aining is that it
caused the students to pay attention to units larger than
the word.,

This increased ability to use contextua l cues may

then result from a shift in the attentiori al processes during
reading from word units to units larger than the word.
Bartnick and Lopardo (1976) report that each time a student
fills in a cloze blank, he faces a problem solving task that
involves the use of the context and the semantic- syntactic
constrain ts in the language.

The student must then pay

increased attention to the structura l patterns and language
units during the reading task.

It is to be noted that the populatio n for this study
consisted of a relatively small group 0£ students.

Findings

based on such small numbers must be interprete d with utmost
caution.

Therefore , the generaliz ations made must necessaril y-

apply to this particula r ·populatio n, and more extensive
study is needed before applying the conclusio ns of this
study to other populatio ns.
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Implications for Research

·Future investigations into the areas of transfer of
training, and .the cloze procedure are warranted.

It is

evident through examining the conclusions of the research
reported., that.much more comprehensive research is called
for ..

Investigations in the area of transfer of training
would be fruitful in giving insights into what processes are
It

involved in such general transfer as researched here.

would be valuable to attempt more analytic investigations of
this transfer task so that the precise

which

produced or influenced transfer are.identified~

Future

investigations could also be conducted in the exploration of
the conditions ·which generally influence or produce transfer
in the classroom.

The maze procedure has recently begun to be used by
teachers as an instructional tool in the classroom.

There

are a limited number of studies which use the maze technique
for instructional purposes.

Future investigations could

examine the effect of this teaching technique with different
age and ability levels.
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Finally, there was no explicit connectio n between the
multiple- choice cloze lessons and the developme ntal reading
program.

It was anticipate d that the object of the lessons

would be evident to the subjects and they would begin to use
their new skills in their reading lessons.

The teacher was

instructe d not to be concerned with the lessons used with
the experimen tal group.

It would be of interest to know

what changes would have occurred if the teacher had extended
the treatment lessons into the developme ntal reading program.

Implicatio ns for Classroom Practice

The implicatio ns for teaching are particula rly interesting.

The findings of this study indicated that the maze

treatment lessons facilitate d subsequen t performan ce.

In

other words, this procedure proved to maximize the effective
use of classroom time, and to bring. about more effective
learning of knowledge and skills.

The maze tasks concentra ted on the close relationsh ip
between reading and thinking and stressed the developme nt of
a student's ability to see relationsh ips and derive meaning
through cdntextua l clues.

For teachers to incorpora te such
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lessons into their programs, a shift in common practices may
be required because the majority of present instructional
workbook and practice materials draw attention to detail
rather than to the integration .of ideas.

It would seem that the traditional way of looking at
reading comprehension in terms of the use of contextual
clues needs to be re-examined.

It appears that classroom

teachers must be more attentive to the integration of ideas.
The maze procedure might well provide a viable way to focus
on this skill ..
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Appendix A
Readabilities at Each Grade Level
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79
Readability Level

Page
More Roads to Follow:

3 · (Scott, Foresman)
1964

102

3.71

10

3.85

*187

3.09

144

3.73
3

Looking Ahead:

*

(Houghton Mifflin)

3

120

3.42

192

3.53

22

3.68
High Roads:

4

(Houghton Mifflin)

* 84

4.23

240

4.48

153

4.62

161

5.03

355

4.84

*

Selected for cloze test construction as the passage
closest to the 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, and 7.0 readability
level.

80

Readability Level
Sky Lines:

(Houghton Mifflin)

5

302

5.86

*132

5.03

* 52

4 .. 98

228

4 .. 72

5

Open Highways::

(Scott, Foresman)
1955

387

6 .. 24

376

4 .. 65

340

4 .. 97

252

4 .. 64

228

4 .. 93

The New People

&

Progress:

6

1

(Scott, Foresman)

143

5 .. 23

*248

5.99

15

4 .. 72 ·

83

5 .. 28

Bright Peaks:

£

(Houghton Mifflin)

*342

5 .. 91

277

5.87

140

5.27
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Readability Level
High Trails:

7

(Allyn

&

Bacon}

224

5.78

364

6.,82

315

6 .. 60

263

7.23

227

7.73

263

6.24

Lippincott's Basic Reading:

(Book L)

(Lippincott)

60

6.63

110

7 .. 93

251

8.02

*234

6 .. 98

67

7.05

124

6.64

* 19

7.01

46

6.92

210

6 .. 46

Textbook Publish ers
Gray, W. S .. , Monroe, M.. , Artley, A. S., & Arbuthn ot, M.. H ..
·{Eds.), The new basic readers: curricul um foundati on
·
series .. Chicago : Scott, Foresma n, 1955.
McCrack en, Go, & Walcutt , C. C. (Eds.), Lippinc ott's basic
reading. , Philade lphia: J "· B .. Lippinc ottv · 197f"
McKee, Pc, Mccowen , A., Harrison , M. L., Lehr, E .. ,
W. K~ {Eds.) , 1 Reading for meaning (4th ed~)o
Houghto n Mifflin , 1966.~ -

&

Durr,
Boston:

Robinso n, M~, Monroe, M., Artley, M., & Huck, C. S. (EdsD),
The new basic readers: curricul um foundati on series.
Chicago : Scott, Foresma n, 1964.
Sheldon , W~ D., & McCrack en 1 R. A. (Eds.), Sheldon basic
reading series. Boston: Allyn & Bacon, 19600
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Appendix B

Cloze Tests

83

84

Cloze Test - 3rd Grade (A)

Audubon's Birds

When the baby birds were about ready to learn to use
their wingsr John looked for the one with the thread.
examined each baby.

------

was wearing a thread.,

mother bird must have

"

He

it off,

11

he

"I need something stronger

told

Fine wire, perhaps. 11

thread.

n

------

wire rust?"

asked Lucy~

" ------- gold or silver wire.
could ride my horse

Before

none.

the baby birds would

city and get

I have
the
have

gone away. 11

Lucy
spoke.

11

silent for a moment.
I'll.bring

this afternoon.

11

silver wire to the

she

85

------ mother

Just before

nest for the night,

------ brought

a piece -of

it out of an

"I

fine.silver wire.

bird settled on

bracelet that belonged to

------ mother,"

she said.

"I

not to harm the

to work slowly so
Is it enough?"

11

Yes,

------

went to

each of the young

That
sleep with

said John gratefully.,

11

------

bracelet of silver wire

one

leg.,

John James Audubon went

The ·phoebes

th~ time spring

from Pennsylvania that winter.
came

, Audubon had already returned.

Blakewell had agreed to
The young p·eople

------

marriage, but they took
the cave in the
The next was always

busy getting ready for
each day to go

to look for their
In fact, not a

to him.

86

along the creek, although

phoebe was to be

------- was

long past the

when they usually

appeared.

IV

sadly.

------

sure our phoebes are

"said Lucy

"If they were alive, they'd be back .. "

Marshall, J. Audubon's birds. In H. M. Robinson, M.
Monroe, A. S. Artley & c. S. Huck (Eds.), More Roads to
Follow. Chicago: Scott, Foresman, 1964, 117-126.
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Cloze Test - 3rd Grade (B)

A Swedish Tale

The Three Wishes:

There was once a man who was very poor.
wife

in a humble cottageo

went

the forest to chop

One day in the
dear!

day long.

hungry.

don't have meat

------

She said to him,

We
, thick

I am unhappy

n

been saying.
to help you.
Your

,

!"

fairy appeared before the

At that moment a

and would

______

eat, not even a

unhappy!

Oh, I

that you

And I am

to put on our

We never have

you like ..

-----have

I am poor, and

I am so

nMy wife is

stew..

day the man

he said to himself, "

------

to work hard

too.

He and his

heard everything
I

am
Ask

three wishes shall be

for you
whatever

"
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as suddenly as

Then the fairy disappeared
come.

she

to the fairy and

The man felt

and tell my wife

"I'll hurry

much excited ..

the wishes!" he cried ..

"Wife! Wife!n he

man ran to his
called.

n

are very fortunate!

fairy in the
1

- - - - - -,

a

who granted me three
, ' she said,,

Ask for whatever you
be granted.'

I

Oh, Wife!

'Your wishes
fortunate we

are! n

11

fortunate indeed," declared the

We

.uAnd I am so
discuss what to

The pair went

-----dinner.
eat . "

for."

their humble cottage.

, wife,n said the man ..

We

and

Let's go into the

11

I 1m

like some

talk about the three wishes while we

89

The man and his wife sat at the table to eat their meal
and to discuss the wishes.

The Three Wishes: A Swedish Tale. In H. M. Robinson,
M. Monroe, A. S. Artley & C. S. Huck {Eds.), More Roads to
Follow. Chicago: Scott, Foresman, 1964, 187-192.
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Cloze Test - 4th Grade {B)

The Bicycle Tree

But

Jody sat on the fence, looking at his peach tree.

a peach tree.

Jody wasn't really

He

seeing a bicycle tree~

------

be sure, there was

------ bicycle

peach tree

the tree was just

tree ..
covered with

But Jody knew

------ blossoms.

turn into peachesc

many of these blossoms
thinking of the time

------

with peaches instead of

the peaches into a

Jody thought he could
without much trouble.

II

That

------

just
spring blossoms.

n

part, I'll have that

Jody told the peach
all.

why he
tree ..

see bicycles in his

If you do

He

the tree would be

------

thought he

on the

The tree said nothing

Like all the
there all dressed up

peach trees, it
its new
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II

are you doing, Jody?"

Sylvie was Jody's

----- .sister.

Sylvie was sure to

"I'm looking

Sylvie.

·when Jody was

------'

near him ..

------ my

tree," answered Jody ..

thought this over ..

"Does

really

grow bicycles?u she

"In a way it

," said Jody.

tree will have some

-----

those peaches and sell

on itp

Then I'll

If I can get

dollars for them I

-----'---

"Pretty soon

pay for the bicycle .. "

was thinking how lucky

the bicycle
oldest brother, had.
It had cost him more

ready for him

------ was that
now.
------ , his

the bicycle six years
than Jody could count
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Two years later, Fred
the bicycle.

grown too large for

Then Jack, Jody 1 s second-from-the-to p brother,

bought it.

Lawrence, M. The bicycle tree. In P. McKee, M. L.
Harrison, A. Mccowen, E~ Lehr, & W. K. Durr (Eds.), Looking
Ahead. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1966, 43-63.
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Cloze Test - 4th Grade (A)

Eddie and the Fire Engine -

Every year the people in Eddie Wilson's home town put
on a big fair in the fall.,

For as long as

remember, he had

with his mother and

older brothers to the

fair.

Every year there

always something new and

One year, when

there ..

Wilsons were just finishing

at the fair grounds,
rang out ..

"There's a

could

!" shouted Eddie.

"Let's go

! " cried Joe-..

The boys

on their feet.

sound of a fire
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"It's

here," said mother.

"Stay

It's the

big surpriseu

they would bring it

are not on duty

take the boys and

to the fair grounds
for rides.

turn it in next

They have

come.

because the new one

"Oh!" cried Eddie ..

The firemen

fire engine.

n

-------- mean

n

I can go

a ride on it?"

n

ft

ten cents," said mother.

------ ,

Mama!

so I can

Give me ten

the fire engine," begged

ride

the boys ten cents,

Mrs. Wilson gave each

direction of the fire

they ran off in

boys and

It was already crowded
girls.

Eddie

right up beside the
settled himself for the

the fire engine

"O.K .. ! " he s.aid.

"Let

go!

II

of
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The fireman started
"What.are you

------?"
above the

engine, and they were
do with .this fire

Eddie shouted, long enough
of the bell and

be heard

------

yelling boys

and girls ..

n

to sell it to

secondhand car

dealer," the fireman shouted back ..

"Say! I wish my father was a secondhand car dealer,"
said Eddie ..

Haywood, C. Eddie and
f
engine. In P~ McKee,
A. Mccowan, M.. L. Harrison, E. Lehr, & W. K .. Durr (Eds .. ),
High Roads. New York: Houghton Mifflin, 1966, 84-96.
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Cloze Test - 5th Grade (A)

Buffalo Stampede

They lived in

Ellen and Dan were pioneer children.
Latham,

, in the old days

and Indians still

------

the plains.

-------- when

they were riding

Peg,

pony, Dan noticed that

getting restless.

She

One summer
the prairie on
was

and danced~

Her ears
to run .

pointed forward, and she
pulled

upon the reins to

dashing away

buffaloes

Dan

her from

the dangerous ground because

did not want her

step into a prairie

hole and break her

nwhat' s the matter, Peg?"
angrily, "This

n

storm,

cried, half

no place to run."

before the

she wants to get
11

Ellen

looked around the sky.
Where 1 s the thunder

"I hear it thundering .. "
II

can't see any clouds~
from?"
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and danced nervously as

Peg arched her

------ held

He looked at the

her in tight

sky and frownedo

rolled

mystery of the sound

worried by

them ..

over them and

What was it?

------ was

not the beating
the deep roar of

a hail storm, nor was
tornado.

puzzled and

He

brightly.

The sun was

train, for the trail

the rumble of a
empty.

The noise was

The sound was

he had never

He could not decide

heard
but he

"A big
"I can see the

that it meant danger

it was,
some kind.

is coming!" Ellen cried
it is bringing with

She pointed southward over the bright prairie.

Johnston, ·R. Buffalo stampede. In P. McKee, A.
Mccowen, M. L. Harrison, E. Lehr & w. K .. Durr (Eds.), Sky
Lines. New York: Houghton Mifflin, 1966,.132-137.

II
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Cloze Test - 5th Grade (B)

Bobo Joins the Navy

Bob was just about the strangest sailor that ever
joined the Navy ..

For, you see, Bob

It happened

Alaska.

a bear.

Bobo was hardly

than a cub when

wandered down to the

one day and· saw

American supply ship in

harbor.

a ship before, and

Bobo had never

------ was

very curious about

and

to the strange sounds

, it.

Each

------

He watched it
came from

to watch the ship.

down to the

ship noticed

the sailors on the
Bobo, and
like the

of them said, "That

seems to

Why don't we catch

and make

of our crew?"

him a

came

after that the little

what they

And

did.

At
wouldn 1 t care for a

the sailors were afraid
life.

But they were

99

he seemed to think

_

___,

____

was wonderful.

They made

two metal tags,

him a leather collar

and the

sailors wear, with his

such
name of

n

.tags "dog

As Bobo grew bigger

------

was a gentle as
over

Very often he would

He liked to

the

ship and part way

the side of
ship's ladder.

call these

ship _on each tag~

a great splash he

Then

swim about for a

jump into the sea.
and when he was

------

I

he'd climb aboard ship

near the ship as

One day, instead of

------

of another ship that had come

Bobo started in the

into the harbor the night before .. The bear's shipmates
.

.

·shouted at him to come back, but·Bob didn't pay any attention.

Pringle, M. Bob joins the navy. In P. McKee, A.
Mccowen, M.. L .. Harrison, E. Lehr & W. K. Durr (Eds . ), Sky
New York: Houghton Mifflin, 1966, 52-54.

I
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Cloze Test - 6th Grade (A)

Rhyming Ink

Once there was a man called Simon Smug; his wife was
called Sarah, and they kept a shop.

precisely, Simon

Every morning at eight

door and took down

unbolted the
shutters.

the counter and weighed

Then he stood
sugar and currants and

made
for

------

------ ,

------

can I get

bills and said, "What
ma'am?"

and "Dreadful weather
all the customers .

the time of year!"

And

seven, Simon put

evening as the clock
again and fastened the

up the

myself!" he would say,

"Now I'm going to

-------- his

hand with enthusiasm.

he enjoyed himself by
feet inside

up parcels and

___ __ with his

reading the pa~er

Sometimes he enjoyed himself
painting the water barrel

___,;..

Sarah ..
about the back yard
sowing
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the rockery.

Virginian Stock seed

------ himself

Sometime·s he
his chair.

by falling asleep

day he decided to

And then

a

poet.

at the thoughts that

"You'd be
into my head, ·Sarah,"
them into poetry and

He got out

------ very

and a very large

------

11

going to

large sheet of

fancy me a poet's

and held

------ - !

head two inches higher

usual.

_Simon began to
"Just listen to this
heard so fine a

at the

of ink and sat

looked at him proudly.

kitchen table.

II

I 'm
------------- - famous .. "
. he..

as fast as he
t'ell me if you
to a poem," cried

11

she thought,

102

Some poets praise the hairy lion;
I praise the hippopotamus;

"And what comes next?" .inquired Mrs • Smug.

Baker, M. & Baker, M. Rhyming inke In W. S. Gray, M.
Monroe, A. S. Artley & M. H. Arbuthnot.(Eds.), The New
s. Chicago: Scott, Foresman-;-T955,
People and
284-256-.-
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Cloze Test - 6th Grade (B)
Journey's End

Slowly, steadily, Lassie came across a field. ·

She was not trotting

------

painful walk.

tail

She was going at
Her head

lifelessly.

side to side
entire frame

low and her

Her thin body

from

though it took the

-------

of her

make her legs continue

function.

straight.

But her course

She was

11

to go south.

Across
walk.

----,----

meadow she came in
attention to the cattle

·She paid

her and that lifted

grazed on the green

regard her as she

heads from their feeding

The grass grew thicker
followed
Then the mud
· puddle was the

tired

path.

coarser as she
The track became

a puddle of water,
of a

mud.
the

104

was

at the trampled place.

She

for

to drink and to

where the cattle

of the day.

coolness in the
some of them stood

------,

They turned and regarded

Beyond

knee-deep in the slow

------ ,

their jaws moving

inceasingly.

------ whimpered

slightly and lifted
some scent from the

head as if to

feet for a moment.

She rocked on

bank~

wading forward tentatively, she
deeper.

backwater began to carry

_____

...... upstreame · She began

tail swirling out

swimming,

river, but i t was

This was not a

her.

______ ,

, carrying Lassie downstream.

and its current went

pumped steadily.

deeper and

now felt no bottom.

Her

Her

------

legs drove with the beat, her forefeet
The south bank moved past her, but she

seemed to be getting no nearer.

In P. McKee, A. Mccowen, M.
Knight, E. Journey's end.
Peaks. New
(Eds.),
Durr
K.
W.
&
Lehr
E.
L. Harrison,
Houghton Mifflin, 1966, 342-351.
York:
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Cloze Test - 7th Grade (A)

Dr. Kane's Rescue of His Companion s

One of the bravest and most interestin g of Arctic
explorers was Doctor Elisha Kent Kane of the United States.
second time in search

In 1853 he sailed

been lost several years

Sir John Franklin, who

Kane's plan

in a polar expeditio n.
was to

------ up

thence passing on toward

attainabl e point,

---- or

pole as far as

------ ,

most northern

Baffin Bay to

sledges could carry
traces of

to examine the coastline

the lost

seas, he did succeed

After hard battling in
going into winter quarters

------

a point

anyone before him had

farther north
But his ship, the

was so surrounde d with

ice, that Dr. Kane

his men were obliged
battling against hunger,

spend two long dark
cold,
food and

the diseases caused by
Even the dogs, which

from Newfoundl and, lost
of an Arctic winter.

of fresh
brought

senses during the continual
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kept a journal,

all this time Dr.

in sledging over

he tells of many

.n

capturing bears,

ice with his dogs,

Among other adventures, he

valruses, and

------ of

companions who were

the rescue of
in the snow ..

Lost

been preparing for the

Dr. Kane

of men to place

;earch by sending out

icy coast of

1epots--or storehouses- -along

these, he planned to

:;reenland ..

twelve hundred pounds of

---~-- ,

1is men started out

------

so that when he

travel with dogs, they

carry no heavy provisions., but get their food at

the depots, which they had stored with food in advance.

He writes in his journal:

"I saw the depot-party- off

res terday."

In
Kane, E. K. Dr. Kane's resuce of his companions.
Basic
Lippincott's
(Eds.),
G. McCracken & C. C.·Walcutt
Reading (Book L). Philadelphia : J.B. Lippincott, 1971,
234-239.
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Cloze Test - 7th Grade (B)

The Ransom of Red Chief

We went to bed about eleven o'clock.

We spread down
Red Chief

blankets and quilts and

some

weren't afraid he'd run

between us.

three hours, jumping up

He kept us awake

screeching:

reaching for his rifle

leaf revealed to

or the rustle of

of a

Hist! pard,"

fancied crackle

and Bill's ears, as

in

11

imagination the stealthy approach

his

the outlaw band ..

I fell into a

At

had been kidnapped and

sleep, and dreamed that

ferocious pirate with red

to a tree by

awakened by a series

. Just at daybreak I

weren't

awful screams from Bill.

shouts, or whoops, or

yells, or howls,

a manly set of

such as you'd expect
organs - they were simply
screams, such

----.--,--..

------ ,

terrifyingt humiliating

women emit when they

ghosts or caterpillars , fat man
in a cave

______ ,

daybreak.

------

incontinently
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see what the matter

I jumped tip

Bill's chest, with one

Red Chief was sitting

the other hand

twined in Bill's hair.
sharp case-knife we used

he had

slicing bacon; and he

industriously and realistically

take Bill's scalp, according

trying

the sentence that had

pronounced.u pon him the

before.

away from the kid.

I got the

But from the moment

him lie dovm.
spirit was broken6

-------- made

He

down on his side of the

bed, but he never closed an eye again in his sleep as long
as that boy was with us.

I dozed off for a while, but along

toward sunup I remembered that Red Chief had said I was to
be burned at the stake at the rising of the sun .

In G. McCracken
Henry, 0. The ransom of Red Chief.
(Book L).
Reading
Basic
C. C. Walcutt (Eds.), Lippincott's
17-27.
1971,
Philadelphia : J.B. Lippincott,

&

Appendix C

Multiple-Choice Cloze Lesson Plans
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LLU

Less.on Plan Objective lA

General Aim:

Students will be able to restate the main idea of a
paragraph.

Specific Objectiv~:

Students will identify the key words in a paragraph
presented orally.

Materials:

Paragraph readings will be taken from specific skills
series:

Getting the Main Idea, Levels C, D, E,

&

F.

Procedures:

1.

2s

·Read the paragraph to the group.

Ask the group to select the words that are absolutely necessary in the paragraph.

Explain that

they should listen for words that name a person or
.thing and tell what that person or thing is doing.
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3.

Discuss the reasons why certain words are more
important than others to the meaning of the sentence.

4.

Provide additional paragraphs for practice.

Evaluation:

Can the students orally identify the words which bear
the meaning?
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Lesson Plan Objective lB

General Aim:

Students will be able to restate the main idea of a
paragraph. ,

Specific Objective :

Students will write the key words from a paragraph .

Materials :

Maze paragraph selection s will be taken from Comprehensive Achieveme nt Monitorin g:

Multip"ie- Choice Cloze

Exercises (Reading/ Literature ), Forms ·021, 031,

&

041.

These materials were developed under a Title IV-C Consortium
Project, with the cooperatio n of BOCES No. 2, several school
districts and the State Education Departmen t, Division of
Research and Evaluatio n.

Procedure s:

1.

Distribut e worksheet and explain that the paragraph
has deletions throughou t it.
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2.

Ask the children to read the paragraph.

Explain

that the completion of the deletions is not
necessary ..

3~

Ask the children_ to identify and write the key
words which.are essential to the paragraph.

4.

Discuss the reasons why certain words are more
important than others to the meaning of the
selection ..

5.

Provide additional paragraphs for practice.

Evaluation::

Do the students list the words which bear the mast
meaning?
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Lesson Plan Objective lC

:ieneral Aim:

Students will be able to restate the main idea of a
?aragraph.

3pecific Objective:

Students will write the main idea of a paragraph in one
;entence.

'1:aterials:

Maze paragraph selections will be taken from Comp:ce1ensi ve Achievement Monitoring:

Multiple-Choice Cloze

~xercises (Reading/Literature), Forms 021, 031,

&

0410

?rocedures:

1.

Distribute worksheet and explain that the children
are to read the paragraph.
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2.

Ask the children to write the main idea of the
paragraph in one sentence.

Explain that the

deletions do not have to be completed.

3.

Discuss what the main idea is for the paragraph,
and have the children justify their statements.

4.

Provide additional paragraphs for practicea

Evaluation

Can the students write the main idea from each paragraph in one sentence?
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Lesson Plan Objective 2A

General Aim:

Students will be able to identify key words which
signal an author's organization of ideas .

Specific Objective:

Students will identify and discuss the function of the
signal words which indicate "time markers," i.e., before,
earlier, after, etc.

Materials:

Maze selections containing "time markers," which were
developed by the researcher.

The readings were taken from

student text books and various library materials.

Procedures:

1..

Distribute the maze paragraph containing "time
markers 11 which have been underlined.
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2.

Ask the students to read the paragraph and locate
the words which indicate an element of time.

3.

Discuss the function of the "time markers" with

the students ..

4.

Ask the children to write the main idea of the
paragraph ..

5.

Provide additional paragraphs for practice.

Evaluation:

Student responses and justifications indicate that
signal words contribute to the meaning of a paragraph.
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Lesson Plan Objective 2B

3eneral Aim:

Students will be able to identify key.words which
signal an author's organization of ideas.

Specific Objectiv~:

Students will circle the signal words indicating
11

time markers."

Ylaterials:

Maze selections containing

0

time markers .. "

Procedures:

1.

Distribute maze paragraph that contains signal
words indicating "time markers."

2.

Ask the students to read the paragraphs and circle
the signal words that indicate "time markers."
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3.

Discu ss the reason s why certa in words are considere d "time marke rs."

4.

Ask the stude nts to write the main idea of the
parag raph.

5.

Provid e additi onal parag raphs for pract ice.

Evalu ation:

Stude nt respon ses and justif icatio ns indica te that
signa l words contri bute to the meani ng'of a parag raph.
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Lesson Plan Objectiv e 2C

General Aim:

Student s will be able to identify key words which
signal an author's organiz ation of ideas.

Specific Objectiv e:

Student s will be able to identify and discuss the
function of the words which indicate "signals of order,"
i.e. first, second, then, etco

Materia ls:

Maze selectio ns ·contain ing

II

signals of order."

Procedu res:

1.

:Qistrib ute maze paragrap h that contains "signals
of order" which have been underlin ed ..

2.

Ask students to read the paragrap h and locate the
words which indicate "signals of order .. "
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3.

Discus s the functio n of the underl ined words.

4.

Ask the childre n to write the main idea of the
paragra ph ..

5.

Provid e additio nal paragra phs for practi ce.

Evalua tion:

Studen t respon ses and justifi cation s indica te that
signal words contrib ute to the meanin g of a paragra ph ..
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Lesson Plan Objective 2D

General Aim:

Students will be able to identify key words which
signal an author's organization of ideas.

Specific Objective~

Students will circle the words which indicate "signals
of order .. "

Maze selections containing nsignals of order."

Procedures:

1.

Distribute maze paragraph that contains "signal of
order. 11

2.

Ask students to read the paragraph and circle the
words which indicate nsignals of order.

11

I
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3.

Discuss the reasons why certain words are considered "signals of order."

4.

Ask the children to write the main idea of the
paragraph ..

5.

Provide additional paragraphs for practice.

Evaluation:

Student·responses and justifications indicate that
signal words contribute to the meaning of a paragraph.
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Lesson Plan Objective 2E

General Aim:

Students will be able to identify key words which
signal an author's organization of ideas ..

Specific Objective:

11

Students will circle the words which indicate

time

markers" and "signals of·order."

Materials:

Maze selections containing "time markers" and nsignals
of order. 11

Procedures:

1.

Distribute maze paragraphs that contain

11

time

markers 11 and/or "signals of order."

2.

Ask the students to read the paragraphs and
circle the signal words~
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3.

Discuss the signal words identified and their
functions.

4.

Ask the students to write the main idea of the
paragraph.

5.

Provide additional paragraphs for practice.

Evaluation:

Student responses and justification s indicate that
signal words contribute to the meaning of a paragraph.
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Lesson Plan Objective 2F

General Aim:

Students will be -able to identify key words which
signal an author's organization of ideas.

Specific Objective:

Students will identify and discuss the words which
indicate "concluding or summarizing signals, 11 i.e .. therefore
and thus ..

Materials:

Maze selections containing "summarizing or concluding
signals .. "

Procedures:

1.

Distribute maze paragraphs that contain "concluding or summarizing signals5
have been underlined.

11

The signal words
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2.

Ask the students to read the paragraph and locate
the words. which indicate "concluding or summarizing
signals."

3.

Discuss the reasons why certain words are considered "concluding or sununarizing signals .. "

4.

Ask the students to write the main idea of the
paragraph ..

5.

Provide additional paragraphs for practice.

Evaluation:

Student responses and justification s indicate that
signal words contribute to the meaning of a paragraph.
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Lesson Plan Objective 2G

General Aim:

Students will be able to identify key words which
signal an author's organization of ideas.

ective:

Students will circle the words which indicate "concluding or summarizing signals."

Materials:

Maze selections containing "concluding or summarizing
signals .. "

Procedures:

1.

Distribute maze paragraph that contains a

11

sum-

marizing or concluding signals .. "

2.

Ask the students to read the paragraph and circle
the words which indicate "concluding or summarizing
signals .. "
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3.

Discuss the reasons why certain words are considered

4.

11

concluding or summarizing signals."

Ask the students to write the main ideas of the
paragraph ..

5.

Provide additional paragraphs for practiceo

Evaluation:

Student reponses and justifications indicate that
signal words contribute to the meaning of a paragraph.
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Lesson Plan Objective 2H

General ·Aim

Students will be able to identify key words which
signal an author's organization of idease

Specific Obje~tive:

Students will circle the words which indicate "time
markers, n

II

signals of order" or uconcluding· or surtirna:r;-izing

signals.n

Materials:

Maze selections containing "time markers," "signals of;
order," and/or "concluding or summarizing signals."

Procedures:

1.

Distribute maze ·paragraph containing signal words.

2.

Ask students to read the paragraph and circle the
signal words.
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3.

Discuss the signal words identified and their
functions.

4.

Ask the students to write the main idea of the
paragraph~

So

Provide additional paragraphs for practice.

Evaluation:

Student reponses and justifications indicate that
signal words contribute to the meaning of a paragraph.
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Lesson Plan Objective 3A

General Aim:

Students will be able to restore the deleted words in
a paragraph by using the cues from meaning in the surrounding
text·and knowledge of what he or she already hasv

Specific Objective:

Students will review their knowledge of syntactic
function by replacing deletions with a word having the same
function as the deleted word.

Materials:

Maze selections developed by the researcher.

Procedures:

1.

Distribute the maze reading that has selected
parts of speech omitted, i.e. nouns, verbs,
adjectives and adverbs.
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2.

Ask the students to complete each deletion by
supplying the appropriate word from the list of
choices.

3.

Ask the students to analyze their responses and to
tell how their choice is justified.

4..

Ask the students. to write the main idea of the
selection ..

5.

Provide additional paragraphs for practice.

Evaluation:

Students recognize the appropriateness of their choices.
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Lesson Plan Objective 3B

General Aims:

Students will be able to restore the deleted words in
a selection by using the cues from meaning in the surrounding
text and knowledge of what he or she already has.

Specific Objective:

Students will demonstrate an awareness to the author's
sensitivity by replacing deletions with the most precise
word ..

Materials:

Maze selections developed by the researcher.

Procedures:

1.

Distribute maze passage that has approximately 200
words (deletions focused on nouns, verbs, adjectives
and adverbs).
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2.

Ask the students to read the passage and then
complete the deletions with the best descriptive
word from the list of choiceso

3.

Discuss the passage and the words supplied for
each blankv

4.

Ask the students· to write the main idea of the
selection.

5.

Provide additional selections for practiceo

Evaluation:

Students can identify the best descriptive word based
on the passage's context.

The students give reasons and are

able to justify their choices.
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Lesson Plan Objective 3C

General Aim:

Students will be able to restore the deleted words in
a selection by using the cues from meaning in the surrounding
text and knowledge of what he or she already has.

Specific Objective:

Students will develop a short maze passage to share
with the class.

Materials:

Maze passages will be developed from various encyclopedia
references.

Procedures:

1.

Explain to the students that they are to develop
a maze passage to share with the class.

2.

Ask students to pick a topic of interest.
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3.

Assist· students in locating appropriate reference
materials.

4.

Ask students to choose a brief passage (50-100
words) and to make 5 deletions within the text.

5.

Ask the students to list 3 detractors and the
selected word for each deletiono

6.

Ask the students to ditto a copy of their work for
each student in the class.

Evaluation:

Students can develop a brief maze passage.

They can

justify reasons for choosing certain words as detractors
and they understand how the detractors change the meaning
of their selection.

